Postures for Meditating, Centering, Enhancing, Connecting and Energizing
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Introduction
The nine meditative postures described below can be considered “power postures”. Dr. Amy Cuddy
conducted research on power postures at Harvard University. Her TED talk on this is titled Your Body
Language May Shape Who You Are1, She describes positive biochemical (hormonal) changes that
occur when holding a power posture for two minutes.

Her power postures involve opening up and expanding of the space the body occupies (see the
photos above). She focuses particularly on the arms and chest, with the Wonder Woman or Super
Man posture (around the fourth chakra2). Expanding this area for two-minutes, results in a measurable
decrease of the hormone cortisol along with an increase of testosterone. These hormonal changes
are considered to be responsible for an improved sense of wellbeing occurring after the practice.
Each of the nine meditative postures described in Section 2, focus on expansion of the body around
the nine energy centers in the body. These energy centers include the seven chakras and two equally
significant energy center identified in the 1990s by the organization originally called Enneagram of the
Body.3 The assertion here is that all nine meditative postures are power postures and as you will
experience, these will create a subtle positive change in sense of wellbeing.
Here each of the nine meditative postures, include an awareness of the hands. To sharpen the ability
to hold awareness of the hands, it is best to activate awareness of the palms of your hands through
the Chi Gong (Qigong)4 exercise described in Section 1. Tuning into the energy that flows through the
palms of the hands amplifies the effectiveness of the nine power postures. Focusing on the energy

1

https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_shapes_who_you_are?language=en
The 7 Chakras are the energy centers in our body in which energy flows through. The word 'chakra' is derived from the sanskrit
word meaning 'wheel'. Literally translated from the Hindi it means 'Wheel of spinning Energy'. A chakra is like a whirling, vortex-like,
powerhouse of energy. See also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chakra
3
Enneagram of the Body was founded by Alan Sheets and Barbara Tovey. They later renamed the organization, New Equations and
taught intensively (1994 for 22-years).See also http://www.9types.com/wwwboard/messages/1882.html
4
Qigong practice typically involves moving meditation, coordinating slow flowing movement, deep rhythmic breathing, and calm
meditative state of mind. See also https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qigong
2
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that flows through the palms of the hands is also a principle element in the practice of Reiki5 and
Polarity Therapy.6 The Chi Gong exercise is sufficient for most people for accessing the energy in
their hands.
There are nine stationary postures (originally taught by New Equations7) that are considered here to
be power postures. These nine postures are enhanced by slow movement of the hands and the
awareness of the energy flowing through them. Some may find that these slow movements are
reminiscent of Tai Chi.8
All humans belong to one of the nine groups associated with the nine energy centers. We all belong to
one of the nine groups. Depending on the group, there is one energy center that is highly active as
opposed to the other eight energy centers in the body. People of the same group use their hands in
conversation in distinctive and similar ways. People of different groups use their hands in different
ways. If we talk with our hands at all, then it can be observed that we use them in a particular way.
That particular way is common for all individuals within the same group, designated by the same
highly active energy center. With this principle in mind, the nine stationary power postures have been
adapted to include conscious movement of the hands, consciousness of the energy flowing through
the hands, as well as consciousness of the energy center associated with the posture.

Section 1: The Chi Gong Exercise 9

1
2
3
4
5
This Chi Gong exercise is sufficient for most people for accessing awareness of the energy in the
hands and is offered to create a clear experience of energy flowing specifically through the palms of
the hands.

5

Reiki is a healing technique founded on the idea that the practitioner channels energy through the hands into the patient by means of
soft touch (sometimes no touch), to activate the natural healing processes of the patient's body and restore physical and emotional wellbeing.
https://www.reiki.org/faq/whatisreiki.html
6
Polarity Therapy is a system of treatment used in alternative medicine, intended to restore a balanced distribution of the body’s energy
by combining touch, exercise, nutrition and self-awareness. https://polaritytherapy.org/
7
https://newequations.com
8
Tai chi helps reduce stress and anxiety. And it also helps increase flexibility and balance. https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthylifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/tai-chi/art-20045184
9
Thanks to my former coach and friend Bruce Kawahara for teaching me this practice in 2002. http://www.bluopal.com/whoweare.html
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1. Begin by standing with the feet together. If you have trouble with stability then this process can
be easily adapted to a sitting position in a chair without arms.
2. Imagining that you are a marionette puppet with a string attached to the top of your head that
lifts and holds your body up. Let your hands hang at your sides (Photo 1 above). Notice how
the weight of your body is distributed between the balls of your feet and the heels. Place 6070% of your weight onto your heals. Close your eyes (Photo 2). If you feel like you will loose
your balance, then immediately open your eyes. If sitting the important piece is that your spine
is held perpendicular to the floor and you are not leaning into the back of the chair.
3. Take full breaths, exhaling as much air as possible. Do not force the breath. Let the exhale be
a relaxing release of breath. Allow at least ten breaths to accomplish the following:
4. Gradually bend your elbows until your hands and forearms are parallel to the floor (Photos 3, 4
above).
5. Let the palms of the hands face each other, and notice the sensations in your hands. You may
gradually notice temperature, heaviness, pulse, tingling. Depending on the person, it can take
between 10 seconds and 45 minutes to experience all of these sensations. It is only
necessarily to experience warmth or tingling in the palms of the hands to proceed.
6. Once you have that awareness imagine that you are slowly moving or slowly squeezing one
hand slightly towards the other. The movement would be 1/100th of an inch. Then relax the
movement of squeezing. Do that once per breath until you become aware of some resistance.
The distance between the palms can be 24 inches to as little as 8 inches. When you feel the
resistance, play with it. Squeeze the resistance. Some people say it feels like and invisible
balloon, a beach ball, a basketball or even a steel bar between the hands. This sensation is a
consequence of the energy moving though the hands.
7. While maintaining this posture, open your eyes and continue to notice the sensations in the
hands.
8. For this exercise slowly begin to aim the energy flow from the hands towards the chest and
gradually move the hands as well as the energy, towards the middle of the sternum.

Section 2: Nine Meditative Postures10
When doing these postures in a standing position, the head, hands and feet all have specific
positions. If practicing these postures while sitting or kneeling the head and hands will have specific
positions, and the positions of the feet as described below will be irrelevant.
These postures are presented in the order that the energy-centers are named, 1 through 9, as
identified by the New Equations, 9 Energies11 and Ennead Method12 systems. Practicing these
postures can be performed in a variety of sequences depending on the desired outcome. For morning
meditation the following sequence of 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9 is recommended. The Ennead Method
recommends 8-4-2-3-6-9-1-7-5. Regardless of the sequence, the postures are best held for at least
2-minutes each or about 20 breaths for each.
All of the postures demonstrated in this document, involve an upright posture of the torso, with a
conscious effort to hold the lower back as flat as possible, with as little sway (lordosis) as comfortably
possible, and with a slight tucking of the tailbone. These postures can be done with eyes open or
closed. New Equations suggests the postures be held without movement for 2 minutes.13 If following
that recommendation one may find that holding the postures for 2 minutes may seem difficult. The
10

The Origin of the 9 Meditative Postures: Alan Sheets and Siska Tovey of New Equations, San Anselmo, California, developed these
postures in New Equations Advanced Teacher Training Organization in 2014. Their methodology requires the standing and particular
foot placement described here. Their methodology requires listening to specially created sets of music for each posture. On going
personal practice and research indicate that full benefit of their postures can be achieved without use of music. See Note on page 8.
11
https://9energies.com
12
https://www.ennead.no
13
https://newequationsmusic.com/shop/New-Equations-Spiritual-Postures-–-Music-and-Videos-p109458197
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fatigue can be relieved in the arms by dropping them briefly to rest them, and then go back to finish
the designated time. The body will gradually develop the muscle tone to achieve these postures more
and more easily over time. You can practice these initial stationary postures as the only elements of
your practice and you can add in the movements as described below for a more intense experience.
These Stationary Positions seem to be snapshots of the more dynamic Slow Movement Positions.
The photos represent the postures and hand placement within the movements. The Stationary
Positions appear as the first image in the rows of images (on the left side). Each image has a white
dot on the figure that indicates the place of the energy center being activated. Hand involvement is
always at the level of the energy center being activated with the exception of Position 9.

Posture 1.

Stationary Position 1: Feet are at least a shoulders width apart. If the eyes are open it is best if they
are not wide open. The neck stretches slightly up with the chin raised only slightly and as if pointing
forward with the chin. Arms are stretched out to the sides, horizontal to the ground or floor. Shoulders
are as relaxed as possible. Hands and fingers are held flat, not curled. Palms of hands are facing
forward. Fingers point out to the sides. Breathe with an awareness of the top of the throat and tip of
the chin. Shoulders are relaxed. When the arms get tired let them drop and then lift them again. With
each breath allow the hands to reach further out. Do not use any force to achieve this kind of stretch.
Just allow the loosening and stretching to occur. If you do not sense a loosening or stretching, do not
worry about it. It is normal especially in the first several practices.
Position 1 with Slow Movement: From the stationary position add in an awareness of the palms of
the hands. Imagine that energy is moving out of the palms and curving around to connect with the top
of the throat. Very gradually allow the palms to point towards the throat. Feel the energy of the hands
meeting the energy in the energy center in the top of the throat. See images above.
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Posture 2.

Stationary Position 2: Feet are at least a shoulders width apart. If the eyes are open it is best if they
are not wide open. The neck stretches slightly up. Arms are stretched out to the sides, at about a 30˚
angle to the ground or floor. Shoulders are as relaxed as possible. Hands and fingers are held flat, not
curled. Palms of hands are facing forward. Fingers point out. Breathe with an awareness of the top of
the abdomen, the solar-plexus region. With each breath allow the muscles in the upper abdomen to
tighten slightly while simultaneously allowing the pads on the palms to point forward while the fingers
stretch back.
Position 2 with Slow Movement: From the stationary position add in an awareness of the palms of
the hands. Imagine that energy is moving out of the palms and curving around to connect with the top
of abdomen. Very gradually allow the palms to point towards this area. Feel the energy of the hands
meeting the energy in the solar plexus, the energy center in the top of the abdomen.

Posture 3.

.
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Stationary Position 3: Feet are at least a shoulders width apart. The arms start in a similar position
as in Posture 1. Start with the arms stretched out to the sides, horizontal to the ground or floor. The
elbows bend and fold the so the hands are flattened and held on the upper chest. The fingers are held
together with the middle fingers touching at the top of the sternum, just over the sternal notch. Those
fingertips press slightly in to the sternal notch. The thumbs are held flat with palms of the hands. The
writs are as flat as possible allowing the forearms and hands to be in the same plane. Lift the elbows
so that the arms are parallel to the ground or floor. Shoulders are as relaxed as possible. Breathe with
a consciousness of the sternal notch. This is the most difficult of the 9 postures to hold. It takes time
to develop the muscle tone to maintain this posture.
Position 3 with Slow Movement: Start with arm and hands stretched out to the sides. From this
position add in an awareness of the palms of the hands. Imagine that energy is moving out of the
palms and curving around to connect with the energy center at the top of the sternum. Gradually
move the hands to aim the energy flow from the palms of the hands at the top of the sternum.
Eventually moving the arms and hands into the Stationary Position.

Posture 4.

Stationary Position 4: Feet are at least a shoulders width apart. Hands are held open, with the sides
of the hand near the wrist pressing up against the pubic bones. Breathe with consciousness of the
area on inch above the pubic crest, which is about 3 to 3.5 inches below the navel. If your head
seems to get heavy then allow the chin to drop. Be sure to tuck the tailbone and allow the pelvis to tilt
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in a way that decreases the curvature in the small of the back. This is achieved by tightening the
buttocks muscles.
Position 4 with Slow Movement: Start with arm and hands stretched out to the sides at about waist
height. From this position add in an awareness of the palms of the hands. Imagine that energy is
moving out of the palms and curving around to connect with the energy center one inch above the
pubic bone. Gradually move the hands to have the palms facing each other and then aim the energy
flow from the palms of the hands at the energy center one inch above the pubic bone.. Eventually
moving the arms and hands into the Stationary Position.

Posture 5

Stationary Position 5: Lift the head and stretch the back up to be as tall as possible. The feet are
positioned beside each other with the ankles almost touching, the arms can start in a similar position
as in Posture 1. Starting with the arms stretched out to the sides (horizontal to the ground or floor),
then bend the arms at the elbows at 90-degree angles with the hands open and flat with palms turned
in towards the midline. Fingers can be separated from each other. Shoulders are as relaxed as
possible. Breathe with a consciousness of the hands and the top of the head.
Position 5 with Slow Movement: Start with arm and hands stretched up over the head. With the
palms of the hands turned in towards the midline. From this position add in an awareness of the
palms of the hands. Imagine that energy from the palms of the hands is move towards the top of the
head. Gradually bending the elbows, move the arms and hands into the Stationary Position 5. From
here slowly move the palms of the hands closer to the top of the head, sending the energy from the
hands into the top of the head. Imagine the energy enters the top of the head and flows al the way
down and into the floor.
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Posture 6

Stationary Position 6: Feet are positioned beside each other with the ankles almost touching.
Starting from Stationary Position 5, while keeping the hands up, drop the elbows until your wrists are
at about shoulder height. Move the hands back while gently pushing the elbows forward. It is natural
for the hands to be a bit forward of the elbows. Gently move your hands back and elbows forward so
that the forearms and hands are approximately in the same plane with your shoulders, head and hips.
For some this will be significant stretch. Do not force this. It is sufficient to approximate moving hands
and forearms into the same plane with shoulders, head and hips. Over time as this posture is
practiced it will become easier and easier. Breathe with consciousness of the center of the sternum.
Position 6 with Slow Movement: Start with the Stationary Posture 6, imagine that the energy in the
palms of the hands are connecting with the energy in the chest. Gradually aim the energy moving out
of the palms of the hands at the middle of the sternum. Imagine there is a loop of energy flowing out
of the hands and into the sternum and then back out through the shoulders, arms and hands.
It is natural for the hands to be a bit forward of the elbows. Gently move your hands back and elbows
forward so that the forearms and hands are approximately in the same plane with your shoulders,
head and hips. For some this will be significant stretch. Do not force this. It is sufficient to
approximate moving hands and forearms into the same plane with shoulders, head and hips. Over
time as this posture is practiced it will become easier and easier. Breathe with a consciousness of the
hands and the middle of the sternum.

Posture 7
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Stationary Position 7: Start with the foot position of Postures 5 and 6. With the feet side-by-side,
take a small step forward with the left foot. The heel of the left foot will be just forward of the position
of the toes of the right foot. The arms are held at the sides. The fingers of the hands are curled as if
holding a pencil across the second digit of all four fingers. The head is positioned back over the
shoulders. For most this is an unusual positioning for the head. It is a position that might cause a
bulge in the neck (double chin). Be careful not to bend the neck back or lift the chin. Breathe with
consciousness of the middle of the forehead.
Position 7 with Slow Movement: Start with the Stationary Posture 7. With and awareness of the
energy flowing from the palms of the hands, gradually lift the hands and arms while uncurling the
fingers to a height at forehead level. With attention on the forehead and the hands, aim the energy
flowing from the palms of the hands at the forehead. Allow the palms of the hands to move closer to
the forehead and hold that position.

Posture 8

Stationary Position 8: The feet and head are held in the same positions as in Posture 7.The heel of
the left foot will be just forward of the position of the toes of the right foot. The head is positioned back
over the shoulders. The hands are held against the top of the hipbones with the open hand and palms
facing forward. This will cause the elbows to move somewhat backward and towards each other
behind the back. The eyes are cast slightly down or directly off into the distance. Breathe with
consciousness of the sacrum (the large bone at the base of the spine). The second and last images
show the location of the energy center for natural energy 8.
Position 8 with Slow Movement: Start with the Stationary Posture 8. With and awareness of the
energy flowing from the palms of the hands, move the hands down, back and away from the body.
Connect the energy flowing from the palms of the hands with the sacrum. Gradually bend the wrists to
allow the hands to aim the energy flow at the sacrum. Experiment with moving the hands further
behind the hips and then forward, all while aiming the energy at the sacrum. The energy can flow from
the hands and through the pelvis when the hands are in front of the midline.
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Posture 9
Stationary Position 9: Move the feet to be at least a
shoulders width apart. The head is positioned as in Postures 7
and 8. The head is back over the shoulders. The arms are
folded in front of the upper chest. With left forearm over the
right forearm, the fingers are placed on the ridge of the
collarbone. Breathe with consciousness of the energy center in
the middle of the back, between the shoulder blades.
Position 9 with Slow Movement: Is like the child hood activity
of making a snow angel with the arms while lying in the snow.
With a consciousness of the energy flow through the palms of
the hands, the energy center on the spin between the shoulder
blades, and the breath, the arms slowly move as if they are
wings very very slowly flapping. The hands can be held in
such a way to directly aim energy at the energy center in the
back or can be held in way the energy move from the palms
and goes around to enter the energy center in the back.
If starting from the Stationary Position for 9, gradually extend the elbows further back and behind the
side-view midline. The hands will slide out and point their energy beam through the upper chest into
the energy center in the back. From there the arms can go up and point back over the shoulders or
begin to define in space the area that would be outer edge of wings if the arms were wings.
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Section 3: Brain Gymnastics Exercises14
There is some controversy over the efficacy of Brain Gym exercises for improving academic
performance, and there are a large number of articles promoting the practices based on
years of only empirical evidence. As a psychotherapist, life and leadership coach I have
experience with clients that the practice described below will enhance the grounding and
energizing effect of the nine meditative postures. These two exercises are described on the
next pages and illustrated below.

Brain Gymnastics Exercise 1:
Maintaining Balance While Twisting Extremities and Crossing the Midline of the Body

A
14

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1029010.pdf
http://www.braingym.org/faq
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/249835283_Brain_GymR_Building_Stronger_Brains_or_Wishful_Thinking
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1. Start by standing (Image A).
2. Bring the feet to a side-by-side position and then cross the left ankle over the right
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

ankle, or right over left (Image B).
Extend the arms out in front of you (Image C).
Point the thumbs towards the floor (Image D).
Cross the left wrist over the right wrist. (Image E).
Interdigitate, lock the fingers of the clasped hands (Image F).
Roll the wrists down toward the floor then towards the chest and then rest the clasped
hands on you chest under your chin. (Image G). An alternate position is to raise the
clasped hands to a position in front of the face (Image H).
Close the eyes. (Image I) If there is a loss of balance open the eyes. Regain balance
and close the eyes again.
Take 10 to 20 deep breaths

Brain Gymnastics Exercise 2:
Marching in Place While Simultaneously Slapping the Inside of the
Opposite Knee and Opposite Shoulder and Turning the Head

J

K

L

M

N

O

10. Start by standing (Image J).
11. Begin to march in place. Lifting the knees high. When the rhythm of that feels comfortable
12. Gently slap the inside of each knee with the opposite hand (Images L and M). When the
rhythm of that feels comfortable
13. Gently slap the opposite shoulder with the idle hand (Images N and O). When the rhythm of
that feels comfortable
14. Turn the head from side-to-side in unison with the shoulder slaps (Images P and Q next page).
When the rhythm of that feels comfortable
15. Turn the head from side-to-side in unison with the knee slaps (Images R and S next page).
16. Now march in place doing all of these movements for another 26 marching steps.
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Special thanks to Lucas Duffy, for modeling for the photos for this paper.
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